
Under the wing camera mounting for FT Bushwacker (or similar airplane)
Thanks "charleyza" for your comment in my WeedWhacker article. Hope you find this helpful.

Here's my original FT Bushwacker. Such an awesome aircraft and such fun to fly.

I've tried some interesting ways to mount my GoPro camera on this plane… but what I found most satisfying, was an under the wing position.

I seem to be more comfortable flying in a counter-clockwise oval above my head (perhaps "left turns" are easier considering motor torque?).

My idea was ~ where ever the left wing was pointed, that point of view would be captured in the video frame.

So I decided to mount my camera under the LEFT wing at the CG (near or on the wing spar) for proper balance.

(imagine the camera hanging down, under the wing)

I had a very knee-knocking first flight because AGAIN

in my excitement to fly ~ I didn't check the LATERAL BALANCE.

Imagine your plane is like a see-saw… and the fulcrum is in 

the middle (center).

When you add weight (even a small amount) to one side (like a camera), it can throw off the lateral balance and make your plane HARD to control. So my solution was one fender washer placed WAY OUT on the other wingtip.

* your weight may vary…

but you can get away with using very little weight

if you place it at the furthest

point away from the fulcrum

My first mounting attempt was to just velcro the camera squared-up against the fuselage and the wing. Worked okay… but I saw a lot of the bottom of the wing

in my test video footage. So I thought the framing would look best if I could angle the camera down a bit (shoot a lot of test footage to get the angle you prefer). 

But this angle was too tricky to just trust velcro

to hold my camera in place. So I made a kind

of camera cradle.

Here's my camera cradle that is made out of two gift cards (top and bottom) and two scrap pieces of balsawood for the wedges.

I used my heat gun to carefully soften and bend one gift card to hold the edges of my GoPro in place. DO NOT HEAT THE CARD

WITH YOUR CAMERA ON IT. Measure carefully the dimensions of your camera and using gloves, soften and shape the plastic to

the correct size and shape.

It was a process of trial and error to get the angle of these balsawood blocks how I wanted them.

I don't know the exact angle… sorry.

You've got to test fit this rig on your airplane… and patiently keep adjusting it.

Once I got the balsawood angles dialed-in, I didn't scrimp on using hot glue on this thing.

And to make it look a little nicer, I dusted it with some white enamel spray paint I had.

Okay, so here's what the cradle looks like with my old-school GoPro in it. Notice that I spaced the angled balsawood pieces apart so

the velcro strap can wrap tightly around the cradle and the camera.

You want a snug/safe fit between the cradle and the camera… becuause if you get vibration from the motor wiggling this contraption around,

you not only have crummy video footage ~ but your camera might shake loose and be lost forever!

So what is a little weird about looking at this picture… is that this whole camera cradle is now going to mounted UPSIDE DOWN under the wing.

That means that you can't forget to set the "flip image" feature when shooting your video.

I'll try to draw a side view of the cradle/camera to explain.

Your best bet is to shoot lots of test footage at home before you

get to your flying spot. Most cameras have this feature where

you can invert the image. I had to mount my GoPro this way because

my Start/Stop button had to be accessible.

camera frame Camera held upside down…
of view but you should be able to read

Start/Stop button flip or invert image… signs, letters, etc. right-side up

when you watch the footage back.

And as I mentioned above ~ setting the angle of the camera is a matter of personal taste. You'll want to shoot plenty of test footage to

not only angle the balsawood properly, but to also get into practice of flipping or inverting the image on your camera.

When you're satified with how your camera cradle is angled, that the velcro is holding your camera safely ~ glue the pieces of your cradle together making it strong.

Then… when you're ready…

STEPS: Mount the wing to the plane first. Use the same rubber bands or mounting methods you normally use.

Test fit the camera attached to the cradle under the LEFT WING (if you're following my method exactly)

is it facing out the correct way?

is it over the CG?

can you get to the on/off button?

Make pencil or pen marks when you're satisfied with it's location

Then hot glue the flat gift card to the LEFT WING following the pencil/pen marks you made in the previous step

Check to make sure it's secure and really fastened to your wing

*Don't forget the LATERAL BALANCE step… I use a string around the back of the tail and the motor and "hang" the plane to do this

Add your "counter balance" weight to the RIGHT WING TIP to level your aircraft

This weight should be secure as well… you don't want it dropping off in flight

Hope that gives you some ideas about attaching a camera to your airplane. It has really been a neat chapter in my flying experiences!
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